ASCH Guidelines For Advertisers

Church History: Studies in Christianity and Culture is the peer-reviewed journal of the American Society of Church History, published quarterly by Cambridge University Press. It publishes original research articles and book reviews covering all areas of the history of Christianity and its cultural contexts in all places and times, including its non-Western expressions. This is an international journal regularly cited all over the world, with an audience principally comprising specialist and general historians with an interest in Christianity.

Church History accepts both print and digital advertising in multiple forms:
- Full page (print, b&w): £205/$390
- Half page (print, b&w, horizontal): £120/$390
- Online (banner per month): £200/$380
- Loose insert: £850/$1,615

Agent and series discounts are available.

For more information about booking advertising please contact Cambridge University Press.

In the Americas
E-mail: USAdSales@cambridge.org.
Telephone: +1 (212) 337 5062

For the Rest of World
Email: advertising@cambridge.org.
Telephone: +44 (01223) 325898

All advertisements are subject to the approval of the Publisher, the ASCH, and the Editors. All reserve the right to decline to publish advertising for any reason. Please see full terms and conditions here.

ISSN: 0009-6407
E-ISSN: 1755-2613
Frequency: Quarterly (March / June / September / December)
Print circulation: c.1,200
Trim size: 6” x 9”
Copy deadline: 9 weeks prior to publication of any given issue